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Abstract

Distillation column dynamics and control has been
viewed by many as a very mature or even dead �eld.
However, as is discussed in this paper signi�cant new
results have appeared over the last 5-10 years. These
results include multiple steady states and instability
in simple columns with ideal thermodynamics (which
was believed to be impossible), the understanding of
the di�erence between various control con�gurations
and the systematic transformation between these,
the feasibility of using the distillate-bottom structure
for control (which was believed to be impossible),
the importance of ow dynamics for control stud-
ies, the fundamental problems in identifying models
from open-loops responses, the use of simple regres-
sion estimators to estimate composition from tem-
peratures, and an improved general understanding of
the dynamic behavior of distillation columns which
includes a better understanding of the fundamental
di�erence between internal and external ow, sim-
ple formulas for estimating the dominant time con-
stant, and a derivation of the linearizing e�ect of log-
arithmic transformations. These issues apply to all
columns, even for ideal mixtures and simple columns
with only two products. In addition, there have been
signi�cant advances for cases with complex thermo-
dynamics and complex column con�gurations. These
include the behavior and control of azeotropic distil-
lation columns, and the possible complex dynamics of
nonideal mixtures and of interlinked columns. How-
ever, both for the simple and more complex cases
there are still a number of areas where further re-
search is needed.

1 Introduction

The objective of this paper is to give a critical survey
of the present status within the �eld of distillation
dynamics and control. The paper is mostly a litera-
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Figure 1: Typical simple distillation column. zF , yD
and xB are mole fractions.

ture review, but a few new ideas are also presented.
New papers in this �eld appear at a rate of at least
50 each year, and no attempt has been made to ref-
erence all papers which have appeared in the seven
years from 1985 to 1991 since the last detailed survey
was published (McAvoy and Yang, 1986). Although
I have tried to select the papers which I personally
�nd most useful, it is clear that a number of good
papers have been left out.

A typical two-product distillation column is shown in
Fig.1. The behavior of distillation columns has been
extensively studied over the last 70 years, and still re-
mains an active area of research. The early work from
the 1920's into the 1950's mainly treated the steady-
state behavior using graphical and simple short-cut
models. With the introduction of the digital com-
puter in the 1950's the research was shifted towards
developing and solving rigorous models for simulating
the steady-state and dynamic behavior, and studying
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the control behavior. Important contributions in the
early period (up to about 1965) were made by indus-
trial researchers; notably by Rosenbrock from John
Brown in the UK (e.g., Rosenbrock, 1962a-d), and by
Rademaker and Rijnsdorp from Shell in the Nether-
lands. These people did pioneering work on dynamic
modeling, dynamic simulation, understanding the dy-
namic behavior, uniqueness and stability of solutions,
as well on dual composition control, control con�gu-
ration selection and the importance of interactions in
distillation.

Rosenbrock (1962d) presents a good overview of the
early work on distillation dynamics with 173 refer-
ences. The book by Rademaker et al. (1975) con-
tains about 300 references on dynamics and control
covering the period up to 1973. Tolliver and Wag-
goner (1980) present a comprehensive and critical re-
view of the literature on both dynamics and control
covering papers published during the 70's with 195
references. McAvoy and Yang (1986) present a sim-
ilar study covering the years 1980 to 1984 with 270
references. Waller (1982) gives a thorough review of
academic research on composition control with 80 ref-
erences. In his book on interaction analysis McAvoy
(1983) presents a good overview of dual (two-point)
composition control with 60 references.

There are several books published on distillation dy-
namics and control. The book by Rademaker et
al. (1975) contains a lot of excellent material, but
the exposition is rather lengthy and hard to follow.
Furthermore, since most of the work was completed
around 1959, the book is somewhat outdated. It in-
cludes a good treatment of the detailed material and
energy balances for each tray, including the ow dy-
namics, but discusses only briey the overall response
of the column. The discussion on control con�gura-
tion selection is interesting, but somewhat outdated.
The book by Desphande (1985) is, in spite of its ti-
tle, more of an undergraduate textbook on dynamics
and control, than a book on distillation dynamics and
control.

A few books concentrate on distillation control.
Shinskey (1984) contains many excellent practical
recommendations which reect the authors vast ex-
perience in the �eld. There is a detailed treatment on
the issue of composition control and various con�g-
uration alternatives. However, the explanations are
often lacking or di�cult to follow. The book by Buck-
ley et al. (1985) gives a detailed discussion of the
design of level and pressure control systems, but the
issue of composition control (con�guration selection)
is only briey discussed. Most of the material in the
book by Nisenfeld and Seeman (1981) is covered by
Shinskey (1984), but there is a good section on the
use of temperatures to infer compositions. The book
by Kister (1990) concentrates on distillation opera-
tion, and has a wealth of practical recommendations.
The book has a good discussion on one-point com-
position control, level- and pressure control, and on
location of temperature sensors. Most of the 444 ref-

erences are from the industrial literature. A new book
by Luyben (1992) with contributions from numerous
authors was not available at the time of this review.
Example column. All simulations presented in this
paper are for a high purity column with product com-
positions xB = 1 � yD = 0:01 (Column A of Sko-
gestad and Morari, 1988a). It has N=40 theoretical
trays plus a total condenser. Thermodynamic data:
Constant molar ows and constant relative volatility
� = 1:5 between the two components. Vapor holdup
neglected, constant pressure. Other column data:
zF = 0:5; NF = 21; D=F = 0:5; L=F = 2:706; V=F =
3:206. Nominal liquid holdups: Mi=F = 0:5 min
on all 41 stages, except for Fig.8 where condenser
holdup MD=F = 32:1 min. Liquid ow dynamics:
For i = 2; 40 : �Li = �Mi=�L where �L = 0.063 min
(i.e., �L = N�L = 2.46 min). This yields a nonlinear
model with 82 states. All data are on a molar ba-
sis. Assume perfect control of reboiler and condenser
level, except for Fig.8 where �L = K�MD.

2 Dynamic modeling and simu-
lation

2.1 Rigorous models

The term \rigorous" model of a distillation col-
umn usually refers to a staged model which includes
mass- and energy balances on each stage, includes a
model of the liquid ow dynamics (changes in liquid
holdup), and includes a model of the pressure dynam-
ics. The model may also include a detailed model of
the reboiler and condenser. However, even in this
\rigorous" model a number of model simpli�cations
are included. These typically include perfect mixing
in both phases on all stages, thermal and thermody-
namic equilibrium between the phases, (ie., 100 %
tray e�ciency or possibly some simple Murphee re-
lationship for the e�ciency of each component), and
neglecting the e�ect of column internals on the energy
balance.
Consider a stage i that is not a feed stage, and
which does not have any product streams or heat
input/output (see Fig.2). On each such stage dif-
ferential equations may be formulated for,
(i) component material balances (composition dy-
namics) for components j = 1; nc � 1

dNij

dt
= Li+1xi+1;j+Vi�1yi�1;j�Lixi;j�Viyi;j (1)

where : Nij = MLixij +MV iyij

(ii) overall material balance (ow dynamics)

d

dt
Mi =

d

dt
(MiL+MiV ) = Li+1+Vi�1�Li�Vi (2)

and (iii) energy balance

dUi
dt

= Li+1hL;i+1+Vi�1hV;i�1�LihLi�VihV i (3)

where : Ui = MLiuLi +MV iuLi
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Figure 2: Stage in distillation column.

Here i is the index for stages, j the index for com-
ponents and nc is the number of components. There
are only nc�1 independent component balances since
�jNij = Mi. In addition, there are algebraic rela-
tions for the tray hydraulics and pressure drop

Li = f1(MLi; Vi;�pi); Vi = f2(MLi;�pi) (4)

and algebraic thermodynamic equations for the as-
sumed vapor-liquid equilibrium (VLE) between the
phases on each stage. Details on the hydraulic and
pressure drop equations are given for example by
Gani et al. (1986), Ruiz and Gani (1986), and Lock-
ett (1986).

Solution procedure. This set of equations has N �

(nc + 1) independent state variables where N is the
number of stages. As state variables we typically se-
lect the nc component holdups Nij and the internal
energy Ui. Solution (integration): 1) The values of
the states are known at each time step. 2) With given
Nij , Ui and total tray volume, perform a UV-ash for
each stage. This yields the phase split (MLi;MV i),
phase compositions (xi; yi), temperature (Ti), pres-
sure (pi) and speci�c energies (hLi; hV i). 3) Li and Vi
are computed from the algebraic expressions for tray
hydraulics and pressure drop. 4) All the variables on
the right hand side of Equations 1-3 above are now
known and the derivatives of the state variables may
be computed and the integration may proceed. Ki-
noshita (1986) presents an alternative procedure with
xij as state variables, but which involves di�erentia-
tion of the thermodynamic relationships.

2.2 Model simpli�cations

No references were found on dynamic distillation pro-
grams which solve the equations in this rigorous fash-
ion. Some of the most common model simpli�cations
are presented below.

2.2.1 Simpli�cations to the vapor dynamics

Case V1. Neglecting vapor holdup.

Usually the holdup in the vapor phase is neglected,
that is, MiV = 0. This assumption is valid when
the vapor phase component holdup can be neglected
compared to that in the liquid phase. Thus, the as-
sumption may be poor for volatile components, for
columns with high pressure and for cryogenic separa-
tions where the liquid density often is low (Kinoshita,
1986). Choe and Luyben (1987) recommend includ-
ing the vapor holdup if it is higher than 20% of the
liquid holdup. Typically, the vapor volume is about
10 times the liquid volume, and the vapor holdup
may be neglected for columns operating at less than
10 bar (Choe and Luyben, 1987). Neglecting the va-
por holdup implies that a change in vapor ow at
the bottom of the column immediately will change
the vapor ow at the top. This is of course some-
what unrealistic. The solution procedure is similar
to that outlined above, except that the often time-
consuming UV-ash is replaced by a bubble point
ash with given xij and hi (eg., Gani et al., 1986,
and eq. 8-10 in Choe and Luyben, 1987).

Case V2. Fixed pressure and neglecting vapor holdup.

This is a very common assumption. The assumption
of constant pressure is often justi�ed because pressure
is tightly controlled. Since pressure is known we get
one state less on each tray (the total number of inde-
pendent states is N�nc), but the number of di�eren-
tial equations remains the same { this signals an \in-
dex" problem (see Gritsis et al, 1988). The solution
(integration) of the equations may proceed as follows:
1) Known at each stage: The nc state variables Nij

(or equivalently xij andMLi), and the pressure pi. 2)
Perform a bubble point ash with given xi and pi to
compute yi, Ti and the speci�c energies hLi = uLi. 3)
ComputeLi from the algebraic expression for the tray
hydraulics. 4) Use the energy balance (3) to com-
pute Vi: Since hLi and thereby dhLi=dt is \known"
this may be done by transforming (3) into an alge-
braic expression. This gives rise to an index problem
that may give numerical problems. It may be circum-
vented (a) by estimating dhLi=dt numerically using
previous time steps (Doukas and Luyben, 1978), or
(b) for cases with simple thermodynamic equations
by evaluating dhLi=dt analytically using expressions
for (@hLi=@xij)p, etc. (Howard, 1970, Stathaki et al.,
1985). 5) If we want to consider a case with �xed top
pressure and variable pressure drop, we may, since
Vi is now known, compute pi along the column from
the pressure drop equation and use it for the next
integration step.

Case V3. Fixed pressure, but with vapor holdup in-
cluded.

This corresponds closely to assuming constant vapor
holdup,MV i. One makes use of the known total tray
volume, but otherwise the procedure is similar to case
V2 (see eq. 4-6 in Choe and Luyben, 1987).
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2.2.2 Simpli�cations to the energy balance

In the following we shall neglect the vapor holdup,
MV i = 0, and use the approximationhLi � uLi which
holds for liquids. The left hand side of the energy
balance (3) then becomes

dUi=dt = d(MihLi)=dt = MidhLi=dt+ hLidMi=dt
(5)

Case E1. Neglect changes in energy holdup
This corresponds to neglecting (5) and is quite com-
monly used because one directly gets an algebraic en-
ergy balance. However, except for cases when hLi or
dMi=dt are identically zero, this assumption is fun-
damentally wrong and should not be used. As seen
from (5) one may for nonzero dMi=dt get very (arbi-
trary) large errors in the energy balance if the refer-
ence state for energy is chosen such that hLi is large.
Therefore, one should at least use the expression for
dMi=dt from the material balance (2) to rewrite the
energy balance (3) as

MidhLi=dt = Li+1(hL;i+1�hLi)+Vi�1(hV;i�1�hLi)

�Vi(hV i � hLi) (6)

Case E2. Neglect changes in liquid enthalpy
As seen from (6) one gets an algebraic energy bal-
ance by making the often reasonable assumption
dhLi=dt � 0 as used, for example, by Berber and
Karadurmus (1989). However, the validity depends
on the assumed reference state for energy, and we
shall use use the following:

� Reference state: pure components as saturated
liquids at a given reference pressure (usually the
column pressure).

Note that this means that the individual components
have di�erent reference temperatures. In this case
the assumption dhLi=dt � 0 is usually good, except
for cases with very di�erent molar heat capacities,
for nonideal mixtures with large heats of mixing, or
for large changes in column pressure (see Appendix
1). Fuentes and Luyben (1982) conclude from a sim-
ulation study for a methanol-water column that one
should not neglect dhLi=dt. However, they used as
reference state the pure components as liquids at a
given temperature (0o C), and in this case the ap-
proximation dhLi=dt � 0 is not valid unless the tem-
perature di�erence along the column is small.
Case E3. Equal vapor ows up the column (\constant
molar ows").
With the above reference state for energy and con-
stant column pressure the energy balance may be
further simpli�ed by assuming hLi = hL = 0 on all
stages (see Appendix 1). The energy balance becomes

0 = Vi�1(hV;i�1 � hL) � Vi(hV i � hL) (7)

The very commonly used \constant molar ows" or
\equimolal overow" assumption is derived if we in
addition assume that the pure components at column

pressure have the same heat of vaporization hvap (see
Appendix 1). Then hV i = hvap and the energy and
overall material balances become

Vi = Vi�1; dMLi=dt = Li+1 � Li (8)

That is, the vapor ow up the column is equal on all
trays (except at locations where there is a vapor feed
stream or a vapor product). At steady state Li =
Li+1, but dynamically these are not equal because
the liquid holdup MLi varies.

2.2.3 Simpli�cations for the liquid ow dy-
namics

Case M1. Neglecting liquid dynamics.
This corresponds to assuming constant liquid holdups
and setting dMi=dt = 0 in (2). This very common as-
sumption is partly justi�ed by the fact that the domi-
nant composition dynamics are much slower than the
ow dynamics and nearly una�ected by the ow dy-
namics (eg., Levy et al., 1969), and it may be used to
obtain good estimates of the dominant response (see
Section 2.5). However, for control purposes the initial
response is generally important and this assumption
should not be used.
Case M2. Linearized liquid dynamics.
This simpli�cation is generally acceptable for a model
that is used for feedback control purposes, and if pre-
diction of ooding etc. is not needed in the model.
We get in terms of deviation variables (Rademaker et
al., 1975)

�Li = ��Vi�1 +
1

�L
�Mi (9)

� represents the initial e�ect of a change in vapor ow
on liquid ow, and �L is the hydraulic time constant.
If we also assume constant molar ows then (8) is
valid and the liquid ow dynamics become completely
decoupled from the composition dynamics. Repeated
combination of (9) and (8) assuming the same values
for �L and � on all NT trays then yields the transfer
functions (Rademaker et al., 1975, p.102)

�LB = gL(s)�LT + �(1� gL(s))�VB (10)

where

gL(s) = 1=

�
1 +

�L
NT

s

�NT
(11)

Here �L = NT �L is the apparent delay for an increase
in reux to reach the reboiler.

2.2.4 Summary of simpli�cations

In the literature three di�erent \full-order" models
are commonly used. These are sometimes denoted
EMC, MC and C (eg., Levy et al., 1969). The EMC
model is a rigorous model with the energy balance in-
cluded (equations 1-3 above), although the assump-
tion of negligible vapor holdup or constant pressure is
often used. The MC model usually denotes a model
with negligible vapor holdup, constant pressure and
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constant molar ows (case E3 above) such that the
energy balance (3) is not needed. The C model cor-
responds to a model where one in addition assumes
constant liquid holdup (case M1 above) such that the
overall material balance (2) is not needed. As noted
above model C should not be used for control pur-
poses, while model MC may be good for relatively
ideal mixtures.
There are of course a lot of combinations and sim-
pli�cations possible in addition to the ones above.
For example, for models MC and C it is common to
also simplify the VLE by assuming constant relative
volatility �j between the components. One should
also note that there are simpli�cations also in the
\rigorous" models which may not always hold. For
example, McGreavy and Tan (1986) found that in
some cases the e�ect of the tray metal heat capacity
can be considerable.

2.3 Dynamic simulation

It is generally agreed that the staged models out-
lined above describe real trayed columns very well.
The number of theoretical stages, N , and the pa-
rameters for the ow dynamics are often obtained by
matching plant data. The numerical solution of the
di�erential equations is relatively straightforward, al-
though computer times may be excessive when there
are many stages or components. Concurrent (paral-
lel) computing has also been proposed (Cera, 1989,
Skjellum, 1990) as a means to speed up computa-
tions. The equations may be sti� and an integration
routine for sti� systems is usually recommended. La-
gar et al. (1987) discusses the sti�ness and gives ex-
pressions for estimation the largest eigenvalue, �max

which is important for determining the step size. A
typical recent simulation study of a 20 tray C3-C4
splitter is given by Stathaki et al. (1985). This pa-
per illustrates nicely the nonlinearity with asymmet-
ric dynamics, and the very large open-loop time con-
stant, �1, which are observed for high-purity columns.
Gani and Cameron (1989) report use of a dynamic
simulator to solve di�cult steady state distillation
columns. In particular, it may be advantageous for
di�cult problems, for example, azeotropic and reac-
tive distillation.

2.4 Packed versus trayed columns

A packed bed distillation column is most naturally
modeled using partial di�erential equations (PDE's)
(eg., Rosenbrock, 1962d). One may also approximate
the staged model, eq.1-3, using di�erence approxima-
tions or PDE's, but as noted by Rosenbrock (1962d)
the resulting structure of the PDE's is di�erent.
However, most commonly packed columns are mod-
eled using staged models with N estimated from
correlations or observations of the the real column.
Staged models are used for numerical reasons and be-
cause it is di�cult to obtain mass transfer data, etc.
for a packed column. The approach is further justi�ed

since the general agreement is that there is no marked
di�erence in the behavior between packed and trayed
columns (eg., Rosenbrock, 1962d). However, there
are also opposing views as Edwards and Guilandoust
(1986) claim that the di�erence in the PDE structure
resulting from staged and packed model give di�er-
ent dynamic characteristics. A detailed recent study
of dynamic modeling using PDE's is given by Karl-
str�om (1991), but he gives no comparison with staged
models.
The dynamic behavior of PDE models has been stud-
ied by several authors, eg., Marquardt (1986, 1991)
and Hwang (1991). They show that one get asym-
metric behavior etc. similar to that observed for
the staged model. One may also observe \traveling
waves" or \fronts" as is discussed for staged models
by Gilles and coworkers (eg., Gilles and Retzbach,
1980).
At present there does not seem to be any clear ad-
vantages in using PDE models for distillation, and I
recommend that staged models be used.

2.4.1 Typical data for liquid ow dynamics
for tray and packed columns

Details on the liquid ow dynamics for trayed
columns are presented by Rademaker et al. (1975)
and Mizsey et al. (1987). There are some di�er-
ences between packed and trayed columns, mainly re-
lated to the liquid holdup. The following discussion
is mainly from Skogestad and Morari (1988a). Let
the overall liquid holdup be MI = NMi. A typical
value for trayed columns is thatMI is about 5-10% of
the total column volume, or that Mi=F is about 0.5
min (this may vary considerably), while the holdup
for packed columns is typically smaller by a factor of
two or more. This means that the composition col-
umn dynamics will be considerably faster for a packed
column. This may be a disadvantage from a control
point of view since one cannot allow as long mea-
surement delays. Also, the reboiler and condenser
dynamics will be more important for packed columns.
For both packed and trayed columns the overall liquid
lag may be estimated from

�L = nMI=L (12)

where typically n = 0:6 for packed columns and
n = 0:67f for trayed columns. Here f is the fraction of
liquid holdup above the weir and thus active for liquid
ow dynamics; typically f is about 0.5, but it may be
much smaller for small diameter columns. Because of
the generally larger value of n, the liquid lag is more
important relative to the composition dynamics for
packed columns. This is an advantage from a con-
trol point of view, since the liquid lag decouples the
column response. Also note that for trayed columns
�L = NT �L where NT is the number of trays and �L
is typically about 5 seconds. The parameter � which
represents the initial e�ect of an increase in vapor
ow on liquid ow also varies considerably. For most
trayed columns � is positive (eg., vapor pushes liquid
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Figure 3: Typical response to a small change in ex-
ternal ows. One can observe the dominant time con-
stant, �1, of about 194 min.

o� the tray), but it may also be negative (eg., buildup
of liquid in downcomer or buildup of liquid on tray
if there is no downcomer). For � > 0:5 one may ob-
serve undesirable inverse response characteristics in
level and composition for an increase in boilup (Rade-
maker et al., 1975). For packed columns � is typically
close to zero, except at high vapor rates close to ood-
ing where liquid entrainment becomes important and
� < 0. Patwardhan and Edgar (1991) observed for
a packed column that the composition became worse
in response to an increase in internal ows, and they
attribute this to mass transfer e�ects.

2.5 Understanding the dynamic com-
position response

Although simulation of most distillation columns is
relatively straightforward, it yields limited insight
into understanding the dynamic behavior. The ma-
terial in this section is mainly based on the paper by
Skogestad and Morari (1988a) (denoted SM88 in the
following).

2.5.1 Dominant composition response

If we assume constant molar ows (model MC) then
one �nds that the modes (eigenvalues) for the compo-
sition dynamics are independent of the ow dynam-
ics, and thus are equal to those of model C where
the ow dynamics are neglected (Levy et al., 1969).
In the following we therefore consider model C only.
It has been known for a long time that the open-
loop composition response is essentially �rst-order
and dominated by one large \inventory" time con-
stant, �1 (see Fig.3). �1 which may be estimated by
assuming that all the stages have the same dominant
response and thus behave almost as a single large
mixing tank (e.g., Davidson, 1956), and one may ob-
tain good estimates for �1 from data of the initial
and �nal steady-state. For small perturbations to
the column �1 = �1=�min where �min is the smallest
eigenvalue of the state matrix. Skogestad and Morari

(1987a) have derived a simple analytical formula for
�1 which applies for binary separations and small per-
turbations to the column

�1 =
MI= lnS +MDyD(1� yD) +MBxB(1 � xB)

BxB(1� xB) +DyD(1� yD)
(13)

Here S = yD(1�xB)
(1�yD)xB

is the separation factor. lnS

is typically about 10 and is relatively constant for
a given column (Shinskey, 1984). We therefore see
from this expression that the time constant can be
very large if both products are pure. The reason
for the large time constant in this case is that com-
position inside the column may change considerably
even though the compositions at the column ends are
nearly constant. One can also explain the observed
asymmetric dynamic responses from this expression:
the response will be slow when the column approaches
a steady-state where both products are pure, and will
be fast if one product is non-pure. In some columns
there is a pinch region around the feed which stops in-
teractions between the column sections. In this case
the column end with the pure product will have a
much faster response than given by �1 (Weigand et
al., 1972). Kapoor et al. (1986) present an alterna-
tive explanation for the observed long time constants
in terms of positive feedback caused by the recycle
(reux).

2.5.2 E�ect of internal ows

One of the main features of high-purity distillation
columns is that the steady state behavior is \ill-
conditioned" or has strong \directionality" (SM88).
In short, it is easy (large gain) to make one prod-
uct more pure and the other less pure by making
changes in the external ows D and B, see Fig.3. On
the other hand, it is di�cult (low gain) to make both
products purer at the same time which corresponds
to increasing the internal ows with D=B constant
(Rosenbrock, 1962b), see Fig. 4. It is for the changes
in external ows one observes the slow time constant,
�1, while the internal ows often have a much shorter
time constant (SM88, Andersen et al., 1989a), �2,
which is close to MI=F in magnitude (SM88). For
columns with relatively low purity the time constant
�1 and �2 may be close in magnitude. The inter-
nal ows time constant, �2 is very easy to observe
from simulations when the liquid ow dynamics are
neglected (model C). However, this is of course an
unrealistic model, and we see from Fig.4 that the re-
sponse when the liquid ow dynamics are included is
quite di�erent, and the importance of �2 is less clear.

2.5.3 Nonlinearity and logarithmic transfor-
mations

Another main feature of high-purity distillation
columns is the strong nonlinearity stemming from
the nonlinear VLE. The resulting asymmetric dynam-
ics were mentioned above, and also the steady-state
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Figure 4: Response to an increase in internal ows (D
and B constant). For the case without ow dynamics
one can observe the internal ows time constant, �2,
of about 15 minutes.

gains are strongly nonlinear. However, it has been
known for sometime that logarithmic compositions
make the response of distillation columns more lin-
ear (eg., Joseph and Brosilow, 1976, Shinskey, 1977,
p. 259). This transformation may also be derived
from the model equations as shown by SM88. For
example, from (1) the initial response to an increase
in reux is given by

dxi
dt

= k�L; k =
xi+1 � xi
MLi

(14)

The \gain" k depends strongly on operating condi-
tions. However, since the ratio xi+1=xi is only weakly
dependent on operation conditions in the bottom part
of the column (SM88), we may introduce the logarith-
mic composition and get for the initial response

1

xi

dxi
dt

=
d lnxi
dt

= k0�L; k0 =
(xi+1=xi) � 1

MLi
(15)

where k0 is almost constant in the bottom part of the
column. Similar expressions apply to the top part
of the column, and we may introduce the following
transformation which linearizes the response for the
entire column

Xi = ln
xLi
xHi

(16)

where subscripts L andH denote light and heavy key
component. This transformation also linearize the
steady-state response, but to a lesser extent. Note
that this transformation in addition to linearizing the
dynamic response (Xi as a function of time is nearly
independent of operating point), also linearizes the
column pro�le (Xi as a function of stage no. i is nearly
a straight line) (Mejdell and Skogestad, 1991a). For
binary mixtures and pure products such that yD � 1
and xB � 0 (16) becomes

YD = � ln(1� yD); XB = lnxB (17)

These transformations are sometimes denoted \rela-
tive" or \scaled" compositions. A linearizing trans-
formation in terms of temperatures is derived by

Mejdell and Skogestad (1991a):

T log
i = ln

�
TH � Ti
Ti � TL

�
� Xi (18)

For binary mixtures TL and TH represent the boiling
points of the pure components or the column end
temperatures, and for multicomponent mixtures they
represent some reference temperatures in the column.

2.5.4 E�ect of ow dynamics on response

The vapor ow lag is usually negligible (eg., McG-
reavy and Tan, 1986), so this discussion mainly has to
do with the liquid ow dynamics. Although the liquid
ow dynamics as mentioned above may only weakly
a�ect the dominant composition response, they are
crucial for the initial part of the response and, in
spite of what is sometimes claimed in the literature
(eg., Yang et al., 1990), they should always be in-
cluded in models used for control purposes (Skoges-
tad and Lundstr�om, 1990). H�aggblom (1991) also
comes to the same conclusion. For example, the ow
dynamics decouple the initial response, and the DB-
con�guration discussed later only works when ow
dynamics are included. Also, as shown in Fig.4 the
ow dynamics strongly a�ect the response to changes
in internal ows.

2.5.5 E�ect of mass ows on response

Throughout this paper we make the implicit assump-
tion that all ows, L; V;D;B etc. and all holdups
are on a molar basis, and this assumptions is im-
plicit in most of the distillation literature. This is
the most natural choice from a modeling point of
view. However, in a real column one can, at least
for liquid streams, usually only adjust the mass or
volumetric ows. Therefore, the responses on a real
column may be drastically di�erent from those ob-
served from simulations where molar ows are �xed.
For example, Fig.5 shows that the responses to a dis-
turbance in ZF are very di�erent for the case with
�xed L [kmol/min] and with �xed Lw [kg/min] =
L=M . Here M = 30yD + 40(1� yD) [kg/kmol] is the
mole weight of the distillate. The importance of using
mass ows when studying real columns seems to have
been appreciated only recently (Jacobsen and Skoges-
tad, 1991a). As discussed in Section 5 the use of mass
ows may even introduce multiple steady-states and
instability for columns with ideal VLE and constant
molar ows. in the above example we get instability
if the mole weight of light component was reduced to
20 kg/kmol.

2.5.6 E�ect of energy balance on response

When we neglect vapor holdup and assume constant
molar ows the energy balance reduces to Vi = Vi�1
and we get model MC. It should be noted that this is
an excellent model in many cases, for example, for the
methanol-water column of Wood and Berry (1973).
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Figure 5: The use of mass ows may strongly af-
fect the open-loop response; here shown for a de-
crease in feed composition. Solid line: constant L
(kmol/min) and V (kmol/min). Dotted line: Con-
stant Lw (kg/min) and V (kmol/min).

The fact that for this column the steady state value
of dLwB=dLwT with constant boilup is 0.25 rather
than 1.0 (H�aggblom and Waller, 1988) is therefore
because mass ows are used, and not because the
assumption of constant molar ows is invalid.
The energy balance must be included when the as-
sumption of constant molar ows does not hold, for
example, when the components have di�erent heats
of vaporization. In this case the ows a�ect the com-
positions through the component material balance,
while the compositions a�ect the ows through the
energy balance. The e�ect of this interaction on the
dynamic behavior is still not well understood. Rade-
maker et al. (1975, p.154-159) claim that the inu-
ence is usually negligible. However, this is clearly not
correct in all cases as recent results by Jacobsen and
Skogestad (1991a) show that even for the relatively
ideal methanol-propanol system the e�ect can be so
strong as to give negative values of (@LB=@LT )V and
thus give open loop instability. There is clearly a
need for future work towards better understanding
the e�ect of including the energy balance.

2.5.7 E�ect of pressure dynamics

The common assumption of constant pressure is often
invalid. A number of authors consider the pressure
dynamics, and in particular Rademaker et al. (1975)
has a detailed discussion. Some work on the inter-
actions between compositions and pressure responses
has been done by Kim and McAvoy (1981) for the
steady-state and by Shimizu and Matsubara (1984).
Wilder and Shah (1989) �nd that in some cases even
small changes in pressure can cause upsets to the col-
umn. The open-loop pressure dynamics may be ap-
proximated by (note that the overall vapor holdup
MV and pressure p are closely related)

�MV (s) =
kp

s + 1=�p
(�VB ��VT +�FV ) (19)

The initial gain kp may be signi�cantly less than 1
because an increase in pressure will lead to conden-
sation. The time-constant �p may be relatively short
if the increase in pressure (and thus in temperature)
is counteracted by an increase in cooling or decrease
in heating due to self-regulation in the condenser and
reboiler. Ro�el and Rijnsdorp (1975, p. 176) have de-
rived expressions for kp for a single tray. Skogestad
(1991b) derived expressions for kp and �p by consid-
ering the energy balance and the e�ect of pressure
on temperature through the VLE, and found k=0.12
and �p =1.1 min1 for a typical column operating at
1 bar where cooling is self-regulated (e.g., using cool-
ing water). However, Choe and Luyben (1987) report
success in using (19) with k=1 and 1=�p = 0 as a sim-
ple means for tracking the pressure when studying
heat-integrated distillation systems. Also note that
(19) applies to the initial response and does not in-
clude the e�ect of composition on temperature and
thereby on the self regulation in the condenser or re-
boiler. As reported by Rademaker et al. (1975, p.
162) this e�ect may yield an inverse response. For
example, consider an increase it boilup with reux
constant (LV con�guration). This will �rst increase
pressure according to (19). However, the slow com-
position drift with time constant �1 will yield an ad-
ditional temperature increase and the self-regulation
in the condenser may eventually result in a negative
pressure change. This may signal a serious control
problem, but it is probably rarely occurs in practice
because there usually is some composition or tem-
perature control system which keeps the tempera-
tures from drifting away. Davison (1967) noted that
if the DV-con�guration was used instead of the LV-
con�guration then no inverse response occurred. The
reason is that in this case the increase in boilup, V ,
corresponds to an increase in internal ows which has
much less e�ect on composition.
Another issue which does not seem to have been
carefully studied is how pressure variations a�ect the
composition dynamics through the VLE. For exam-
ple, an increase in pressure will usually reduce the
relative volatility and make separation more di�cult.
These e�ects will obviously be most important for dif-
�cult separations with relative volatility close to one
and for low-pressure columns. Overall, it seems that
the pressure dynamics and their e�ect on the column
behavior is not well understood.

2.6 Low-order dynamic models

Low-order models may serve several purposes. Sim-
ple models that may be used to obtain analytical ex-
pressions are extremely valuable in order to obtain
insight into the dynamic behavior. In the previous
section, we presented a few such sub-models, for ex-
ample, for the dominant composition dynamics and

1For example, Skogestad (1991b) �nd �p � CV =UA where
CV is the overal heat capacity of the column and UA applies
to the self-regulating heat exchanger in question. Hajdu et al.
(1978) derive similar formulas for the case with constant top
pressure and varying pressure drop.
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for the ow dynamics. Here we shall consider low-
order models to be used for simulation or controller
design.

2.6.1 Linear low-order models

One may attempt to combine the sub-models pre-
sented in the Section 2.5 in order to describe the over-
all behavior as suggested by Skogestad and Morari
(1988a). However, as noted by Jacobsen (1991) and
discussed further in Section 4 on identi�cation, this
may lead to fundamental inconsistencies such as two
instead of one dominant pole at �1=�1, and this may
give incorrect responses, for example, when consider-
ing one-point control.
Another low-order model which is based on combin-
ing sub-models is that of Wahl and Harriot (1970).
It was very popular for some time, but its use is not
recommended. First, it contains the inconsistency
noted above. Second, their values for the dominant
time constant, �1, are generally much too large as
they apply to the special case 1 � yD = xB only
(Skogestad and Morari, 1987a).
A more realistic simpli�ed linear model is proposed
by Kapoor and McAvoy (1987). However, one might
argue that this model is too complicated to be helpful
for simulation and controller design. Therefore, at
present it is suggested that low-order linear models
are obtained from linearizing nonlinear model with
subsequent model reduction. Jacobsen et al. (1991a)
obtained very good results using the Hankel model
reduction option from the Robust Control Toolbox
in MATLAB.

2.6.2 Nonlinear low-order models

Compartment models (tray lumping). One simple
and intuitive way of deriving a low-order nonlinear
model is to lump stages together in compartments.
Within each compartment steady-state relationships
are used and the stages are assumed to have the same
dynamic response. Typically, one gets a reasonable
accuracy with three compartments in each column
section. Compartmental modeling was recently con-
sidered by Benallou et al. (1986) who also provide
a good review of low-order models in general, and
it is also used by Lear et al. (1989) and by Levine
and Rouchon (1991). Horton et al. (1991) propose
some modi�cations in order to avoid incorrect inverse
response predictions.
Orthogonal collocation. Another approach to ob-
tain low-order nonlinear models is to start from a
PDE model and use orthogonal collocation (Wong
and Luss, 1980; Cho and Joseph, 1984; Stewart et
al., 1985). This method has been applied recently
by a number of authors (Drozdowicz and Martinez,
1988; Kim et al., 1988; Pinto and Biscaia, 1988). The
main disadvantage with this approach compared to
the compartmental model is that the resulting pa-
rameters do not have a physical meaning and cannot
be easily adjusted.

Front models. A third possibility is the front or wave
approach introduced by Gilles and Retzbach (1980)
and used by Marquardt (1986) and Lang and Gilles
(1991). However, this method is not as accurate and
general, although it may be useful for some separa-
tions.

3 Control

Distillation is probably the most studied unit oper-
ation in terms of control. However, most papers use
distillation as an example to study their control algo-
rithm, and do not really consider the best way to
control a given distillation column. For example,
there has been almost countless control studies us-
ing the linear Wood and Berry (1973) column model,
but these studies probably have not bene�ted dis-
tillation control very much. Also, there has been a
large number of control studies based on unrealistic
columns with no ow dynamics, perfect manipula-
tors (no model error) and no measurement delays.
Similarly, distillation columns have become a popular
example to test nonlinear control algorithms. How-
ever, these studies almost never compare their perfor-
mance with that which could be obtained using linear
controllers with logarithmic transforms to counteract
nonlinearity. Because of these issues there still are a
lot of issues which need to be studied further within
the area of distillation control.

There are some misunderstandings about distillation
control. One is based on the observation of the very
large open-loop time constants, �1, observed for high-
purity columns. This has led people to believe incor-
rectly that distillation columns are inherently slow
and thus hard to control. However, the use of feed-
back changes the dynamics (moves the poles) and the
closed-loop response time may be much shorter. A
convincing example is shown in Fig.6. Here we have
a disturbance in boilup which is to be counteracted
by adjusting the reux. Doing this is in an open-loop
(feedforward) fashion by directly setting the reux to
its desired value yields a rather slow settling, with
time constant equal to �1, towards the steady-state
(dotted line), whereas use of feedback (one-point con-
trol) yields a much faster response. This rather large
di�erence in composition response is surprising since
there is only a minor di�erence in the reux ow
rate. A similar example, but with two-point control
is shown in Fig.7.

3.1 Inherent control limitations

If we consider the linearized column model, G(s), for
the entire column or for various con�gurations, then
we usually �nd that it is minimum phase (no RHP-
zeros) and stable (excluding the levels). With the
exception of robustness issues (sensitivity to model
uncertainty) there are therefore no inherent control
limitations, and to get a model which is useful for
control studies one should always add time delays (or
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Figure 6: Response to a 1% step increase (distur-
bance) in V . Solid line (\open loop"): Simultane-
ous increase in reux to keep yD constant at steady-
state. Dotted line (\one-point control"): Feedback
control using L to keep YD constant; PI-settings:
k = 0:45; �I = 3:6 min.

Figure 7: Change in top composition from yD = 0:99
to yD = 0:995 with xB constant. Solid line: Open-
loop approach where L and V are increased simul-
taneously to their new steady-state values. Dot-
ted line: Two-point feedback control using the LV-
con�guration. PI-settings for YD � L and XB � V -
loops: k = 0:22; �I = 3:6 min.
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Figure 8: Tuning of the condenser level controller
may strongly a�ect the \open-loop" response for the
DV-con�guration. Response is shown for a 1% in-
crease in V . Level controller: �L = K�MD.

similar) for the inputs and outputs. The time delay
on the inputs may be due to valve dynamics, reboiler
dynamics (for V ), etc., and those on the outputs due
to measurement delays.

There are a few cases where one may get inverse re-
sponses (RHP-zeros) in the individual elements. This
is undesirable if single-loop control is used. As dis-
cussed for the DV-con�guration below (Fig.8), one
may �nd inverse responses in some cases if the lev-
els are not tightly tuned. As discussed earlier one
may for � > 0:5 experience inverse responses in level
and in xB to increases in boilup. For multicompo-
nent mixtures one may experience inverse responses
if one controls an intermediate component. This is
shown by simulations for a depropanizer by Carling
and Wood (1987). The problem is usually avoided by
rede�ning the measurements, for example, by using
the ratio between key components (Jacobsen and Sko-
gestad, 1991a). Instability may occur in some cases
as discussed in Section 5.

A signi�cant feature of distillation columns is the
strong interactions caused by the fact that changes
in external ows have a large e�ect on both compo-
sitions (see 2.5.2 E�ect of internal ows). Further-
more, since the internal ows usually have a much
smaller e�ect on composition, the plant models is
usually ill-conditioned, and this may cause funda-
mental control limitations because of sensitivity to
model uncertainty, in particular, to input gain uncer-
tainty. Skogestad and Morari (1987c) considered this
and found that plants with large Relative Gain Array
(RGA)-elements in the frequency range correspond-
ing to the closed-loop response time are fundamen-
tally di�cult to control. High-purity columns with
large reux are generally considered to be the most
di�cult to control, and indeed we �nd that the RGA-
values of the most commonly used LV-con�guration
are large for such columns. In addition, when the in-
ternal ows (reux) are large, it is di�cult to use D

and B for level control because of constraints (e.g.,
negative ows not allowed), and this presents addi-
tional limitations.

3.2 Control con�gurations

Most distillation columns may be treated as 5�5 con-
trol problem. We have dy(s) = G5�5(s)du(s) where
typically, the manipulated inputs u and controlled
outputs y are

u =

0
BBB@

L
V
D
B
VT

1
CCCA ; y =

0
BBB@

yD
xB
MD

MB

MV (p)

1
CCCA (20)

In some cases we may use some other composition
indicator, such as temperature, and in most cases
V and VT can only be controlled indirectly through
heating and cooling. In the following we assume that
the inventory loops are closed; usually with three
single-loop controllers. We assume that pressure is
tightly controlled using the condensing rate, VT , and
that the two levels, MD and MB , are controlled us-
ing some combination of the ows L;D;B and V .
What remains is a 2�2 composition control problem,
and the two manipulators left for this correspond to
a particular control \con�guration" or \structure".
It is the inventory control system which determines
the con�guration, and up to quite recently it was
not widely acknowledged how di�erent characteris-
tics the various con�gurations have, although some
authors, notably Shinskey (1967, 1977, 1984) stressed
this point.
The standard con�gurations, as used by Shinskey
(1984), include the ows L, D, V , B, and their ratios.
Use of these manipulated variables have the advan-
tage of being relatively easy to implement and sim-
ple to understand for the operators. Skogestad and
Morari (1987d) show that the use of ratios does not
have any linearizing e�ect, but introduces multivari-
able controllers which may be tuned as single-loop
controllers. Usually combinations of L and D are
used for the top, and combinations of V and B are
used for the bottom.
In some papers on distillation control it may not be
obvious what con�guration is used. For a given col-
umn one can obtain the con�guration by identifying
the valves which are either in manual (\ow control"
only) or used for control of some composition depen-
dent variable. For example, in industry one often
�nds columns where heat input is used to control
some temperature and with reux in manual; this
corresponds to the LV con�guration.
Since L and V are the ows that a�ect compositions,
whereas D and B can only indirectly a�ect composi-
tions through a�ecting L and V , it may at �rst seem
like there is no di�erence between the control prop-
erties of various con�gurations. The simplest way to
realize that there indeed is a di�erence is to study
what happens to ow disturbances. For example,
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consider an increase in feed vapor with the compo-
sition loops open. Then for the LV-con�guration this
will eventually result in an increase in D, for the DV-
con�guration in an increase in B, for the (L/D V/B)-
con�guration in an increase in both D and B, and
for the DB-con�guration it will �ll up the column
as both D and B remain constant. Obviously, the
composition responses are entirely di�erent in these
cases. Similar di�erences apply to changes in the
other ows.

3.2.1 Transformation between con�gurations

With the level loops closed one gets a 2 � 2 model
for the remaining control problem. For example, the
models for the LV- and DV-con�gurations may be
written�
dyD
dxB

�
= GLV (s)

�
dL
dV

�
;

�
dyD
dxB

�
= GDV (s)

�
dD
dV

�

(21)
Assuming constant molar ows, immediate vapor re-
sponse and perfect level control the following trans-
formation holds between these models for the case
with ows in molar units (eg., Skogestad et al., 1990c)

GDV (s) = MDV (s)GLV (s); MDV (s) =

�
�1 1
0 1

�

(22)
Surprisingly, systematic methods for making such
transformations have been developed only recently.
Independently, H�aggblom and Waller (1986,1988),
Skogestad and Morari (1987b) and Takamatsu et al.
(1987) developed transformations for the steady-state
case. H�aggblom and Waller (1988) use the most gen-
eral formulation and allow, for example, ows on a
mass basis. Older experimental data are often not
consistent with transformations such as (22). For ex-
ample, this is shown by H�aggblom and Waller (1988)
for the data of McAvoy and Weischedel (1981). The
transformations may be extended in a straightfor-
ward manner to the dynamic case (Takamatsu, 1987,
Skogestad et al., 1990c, Yang et al., 1990), but care
must be taken to include ow and level dynamics
which determine the transformation M (s) in (22).
The LV-con�guration is probably the best choice for
a \base con�guration" since the model in this case
is almost independent of the level tuning. In addi-
tion to the consistency relationship between con�g-
urations, there also exists consistency relationships
between the gain elements for a given con�guration.
These may be derived from the component mate-
rial balance (H�aggblom and Waller, 1988, Skoges-
tad and Morari, 1987c) and for the feed disturbance
gains from the invariance with respect to scaling of
all ows (Skogestad, 1991a). The last relationship
may be used to demonstrate some inconsistency for
the steady state gains of the widely used Wood and
Berry (1973) model.
For someone coming from the outside to the distil-
lation control �eld, the use of separate models for
speci�c con�gurations and transformations between

these probably seems somewhat unnecessary. After
all, one may easily formulate a 5� 5 model, G5�5(s),
for example by linearizing the dynamic model pre-
sented in Section 2, and the model for any speci�c
con�guration may easily be derived by closing the
appropriate level loops (Lee and Park, 1991). The
justi�cations for using the separate models for the
various con�gurations is at least twofold: 1) During
identi�cation on real columns the level loops are al-
ways closed, 2) It gives insight into the relative merits
of the various con�gurations. Nevertheless, it seems
fair to state that the issue of transformations has been
somewhat over-emphasized in the distillation litera-
ture.

3.2.2 Di�erences between con�gurations

Disturbance rejection. As already mentioned there is
a large di�erence with respect to the open-loop dis-
turbance sensitivity (here \open loop" refers to the
case with the inventory loops closed, but with the
composition loops open). The di�erence may ana-
lyzed rigorously, for example, by plotting the open-
loop disturbance gains, eg. (@yD=@zF )L;V for the
LV-con�guration, as a function of frequency (eg., Sko-
gestad et al., 1990c). Alternatively, since the initial
response is of primary interest for feedback control, it
is simpler to consider the frequency where these gains
cross 1 in magnitude, which is identical to the sensi-
tivity parameter Kw=Tw used by Waller al. (1988a)
and Sandelin et al. (1991b). Since the composition
are mainly a�ected by changes in external ows, an
even simpler, but less accurate approach is to consider
the sensitivity of D/F to ow disturbances (see Ta-
ble 3 of Skogestad et al., 1990c). The latter method
yields useful insight and shows that the (L/D V/B)-
con�guration is a good choice, in particular, if the
reux is large.
All the above measures are related to the self-
regulating properties when no feedback is used. How-
ever, these measures may not correlate well with the
disturbance rejection properties when using feedback
control, because they do not take into account how
the disturbance direction is aligned with the plant.
Skogestad and Hovd (1990) introduced the frequency-
dependent Closed-loop disturbance-gain (CLDG) as
an improvedmeasure for the case of two-point control.
For one-point control it is important that the uncon-
trolled product is not too sensitive to disturbances.
Luyben and coworkers (Luyben, 1975, Muhrer et al.,
1990) use steady-state \rating curves" which show
how the ows must be adjusted to keep the compo-
sitions constant. It is recommended that ows which
need only small adjustments should be kept in man-
ual when using one point control. Skogestad et al.
(1990c) consider the steady-state gains, for example,
for one-point control of the bottom it may be ac-
ceptable to have L in manual if (@yD=@zF )L;xB is
small. Based on results for some typical columns they
conclude that the LV-con�guration seems to be good
choice for one-point control. Waller and coworkers
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(Waller et al., 1988, Sandelin et al., 1991b) found that
also the one-point control properties correlated well
with their open-loop disturbance parameter, Kw=Tw.
However, this does not always hold, for example, the
LV-con�guration is quite sensitive to disturbances in
boilup when no control is used, but rather insensitive
with one-point control (Skogestad et al., 1990c).
Interactions and the RGA. Other important di�er-
ences between con�gurations are related to interac-
tions when using single-loop controllers (Shinskey,
1984) and sensitivity to input gain uncertainty when
using decouplers for two-point control (Skogestad and
Morari, 1987d). For both these items large values of
the relative gain array (RGA), in the frequency range
corresponding to the closed-loop response time, sig-
nal serious problems. The RGA is easily computed
from the gain matrixG for a given con�guration. The
diagonal RGA-elements are given by

�(G) = 1=

�
1� g12g21
g11g22

�
(23)

which may also be used to compute the RGA as a
function of frequency. For the LV-con�guration Sko-
gestad and Morari (1987b) derive the following ap-
proximation at steady-state:

�(GLV ) �
(2=N )L(L + 1)

BxB +DyD
(24)

(here all ows are scaled with respect to F ) which is
large for high-purity columns with large reux. On
the other hand, for the DV-con�guration the RGA-
elements are always small. We have at steady-state
(Shinskey, 1967)

�(GDV ) � 1=

�
1 +

D(1 � yD)

BxB

�
(25)

which is close to one for columns with a pure
bottom product and close to zero for a column
with a pure top product. The RGA for the
(L/D)(V/B)-con�guration is reduced relative to the
LV-con�guration when the internal ows are large
since (Skogestad and Morari, 1987b)

�(G(L=D)(V=B)) � �(GLV )=

�
1 +

L

D
+
V

B

�
(26)

Convenient worksheets for estimating the steady-
state RGA for other con�guration are given by
Shinskey (1984). Some fundamental steady-state
RGA relationships are presented by H�aggblom and
Waller (1988) and H�aggblom (1988). Estimates of the
frequency-dependent RGA, including the frequency
where the magnitude approaches one, are given by
Skogestad et al. (1990c).

3.2.3 Selection of con�guration

There is probably no single con�guration which is
suitable for all columns. This was noted already by
Boyd (1946) who states: \It would be impossible to

give a control system that would be a panacea for
all fractionation control problems". Because of the
large number of possible control con�gurations for a
given column, there is clearly a need for tools which
may assist the engineer in selecting the best control
con�gurations. Luyben (1979, 1989) emphasizes the
large diversity of columns, processes and plants, and
seems to doubt that a simple tool may be found. This
is partly supported by a recent paper by Birky et al.
(1989). They compared the rules of Page Buckley and
Greg Shinskey, who both are well-known industrial
experts on distillation column control, on a set of
example columns and found that they agreed in only
3 out of 18 cases. There may be a number of reasons
for these di�erences, but the most important one is
probably that Buckley considers mostly level control
and one-point composition control, whereas Shinskey
also addresses two-point control.
In spite of these di�erences, it is clear that Shinskey's
(1984) worksheets for computing the steady-state
RGA for various con�gurations present a step for-
ward towards a systematic procedure. His rule is
to choose a con�guration with a diagonal steady-
state RGA-value in the range from about 0.9 to 4
(Shinskey, 1984). However, the steady-state RGA
contains no information about disturbances and dy-
namic behavior, both of which are crucial for evaluat-
ing control performance. The fact that this measure
has proved to be so useful for distillation columns is
because it for most con�gurations correlates well the
RGA-behavior at higher frequencies (Skogestad et al.,
1990c) and because it also correlates with the open-
loop disturbance sensitivity (Skogestad, 1988). Thus
the steady-state RGA-tables of Shinskey (1984) may
be useful as a screening tool, but they should be used
with care. Other papers which discuss control con-
�guration selection are McCune and Gallier (1973),
Waller (1986), Skogestad et al. (1987d, 1990c) and
Waller (1992). The L/D V/B-con�guration seems to
be a good overall choice, but it has the disadvantage
of being somewhat di�cult to implement.

3.2.4 The DB-con�guration

One counterexample which demonstrates that the
steady state RGA is generally not reliable is the
DB-con�guration. This control scheme has previ-
ously been labeled `impossible' by most distillation
experts (eg., Perry and Chilton, 1973, p. 22.123, Mc-
Cune and Gallier, 1973, Shinskey, 1984, p. 154, Sko-
gestad and Morari, 1987d, Takamatsu et al., 1987,
H�aggblom and Waller, 1988) because it seems to vi-
olate the steady-state material balance and because
the RGA is in�nite at steady state. Yet, Finco et al.
(1989) have shown both with simulations and with ac-
tual implementation that the scheme is indeed work-
able. Skogestad et al. (1990b) found that the DB-
con�guration works because of the liquid ow dynam-
ics. They show how to derive a model from the LV-
con�guration, and derived RGA-values as a function
of frequency. They found that the RGA-value for the
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DB-con�guration comes down to a value of one (no
two-ways interaction) at a much lower frequency than
for the LV-con�guration, in particular, for columns
with two pure products. For such columns the inter-
nal ows are often very large, and this also favors the
DB-con�guration since level control using L and V is
preferable in this case. The main disadvantage with
the DB-con�guration is that it works only when both
composition loops are closed.

3.2.5 The LV-con�guration

This is the most common con�guration in industry.
Its main advantage is that the manipulated inputs di-
rectly a�ect composition, and that it is almost inde-
pendent of level tuning. It also usually performs well
for one-point control. For high-purity columns the
model is strongly interactive with large RGA-values,
at least at low frequencies. The large RGA-values im-
ply that one cannot use decoupling (inverse-based)
controllers (Skogestad and Morari, 1987c, 1988b).
The physical reason is that a decoupling controller
wants to make large changes in the L and V (the
internal ows) without a�ecting D and B (the ex-
ternal ows). This is practically impossible using L
and V as manipulators since the exact input values
are never exactly known. Skogestad and Lundstr�om
(1990) found that PID control may yield good per-
formance with closed-loop time constant less than 10
minutes provided the measurement delay is not too
large (less than 1-2 min). Performance deteriorates
drastically if the loops for some reason are detuned,
because interactions are much stronger at lower fre-
quencies. To avoid measurement delay one may use
a temperature measurement and cascade this with a
composition measurement (eg., Luyben, 1973), or al-
ternatively, estimate the composition using multiple
temperatures (eg., Mejdell and Skogestad, 1991b).
Andersen et al. (1988) present a comparison of vari-
ous PI controller tunings, including use of the BLT-
method of Luyben (1986).
The LV-con�guration is probably the best choice is
many cases because it is simple. However, if fast con-
trol is not possible, or if there are very strong in-
teractions, or if the internal ows are large such that
level control using D or B becomes di�cult, then one
should consider other con�gurations.

3.2.6 The importance of inventory (level)
control

Whereas the behavior of the LV-con�guration is al-
most independent of the tuning of the level loops,
it makes a large di�erence for other con�gurations.
Generally, the responses are signi�cantly worse when
level control is slow. For example, for the DV-
con�guration with condenser level not tightly con-
trolled a step change in V (internal ows) may re-
sult in an inverse response for yD (Yang et al., 1990,
Lee and Park, 1991) and a serious overshoot for xB
("almost inverse response", Shinskey, 1984, p. 157,

which cannot be counteracted by a PID controller).
The reason is that the slow level dynamics cause the
increase in V to initially act as a change in external
ows (it acts as an increase in D which is stored in
the condenser). This is illustrated in Fig.8 for three
values of the level gain K. These e�ects limit the
allowable closed-loop time constant.
To avoid dependency of the level control tunings on
the choice of con�guration one may let the condenser
level control set the sum L + D, and the reboiler
level controller set V +B. This may also improve the
dynamic responsiveness in some cases. For example,
for the DV-con�guration, a change in D will directly
a�ect L with the level controller will only acting only
as a correction (Shinskey, 1984, p. 128 calls this a
feedforward scheme).
Often we do not want to have tight level control,
for example, to avoid abrupt changes in the prod-
uct rates D and B. However, the key issue is not
that level control is perfect, but that the response
in internal ows, L and V , are similar to those for
the case with perfect level control. For example, con-
sider the L=D-manipulator. If the level control is
slow a change in boilup V will not yield an imme-
diate change in L and we may get inverse responses
similar to those discussed for the DV-con�guration
above. One way to avoid this problem is to note that
with perfect level control L=D = L=(VT�L) so speci-
fyingL=VT is equivalent to specifying L=D. However,
from a dynamic point of view L=VT is preferred be-
cause it avoids the dependency of the level tuning.
One problem here is that VT is usually di�cult to
measure, but it may be estimated from the level mea-
surement, e.g., one may let the output from the level
controller be VT (Shinskey, 1984, p. 160-161). This
is the scheme proposed by Ryskamp (1980) although
he used a ooded accumulator so that the column-
pressure controller was used to set VT . Another way
to avoid the dependency on level control tuning is to
move the accumulator and use it as a storage tank
for the product stream D.

3.2.7 Use of decouplers

Decoupling. The possible use of decouplers, G�1(s),
to counteract interactions for a given con�guration
has been discussed extensively in the distillation lit-
erature (eg., Luyben 1970), and it was found that
in some cases the results were very sensitive to de-
coupler errors (eg., Weischedel and McAvoy, 1980).
Skogestad and Morari (1987c) found that decouplers
should never be used when the model has large RGA-
elements compared to one. First, as just noted, the
response is very sensitive to element uncertainty (de-
coupler errors). Second, and more importantly, the
response is very sensitive to small errors in the in-
put gains, and such errors can never be avoided.
Thus, using a more exact, or even nonlinear decou-
pler as indicated by Alsop and Edgar (1990) will not
help. Consequently, decouplers should never be used
for high-purity columns using the LV-con�guration,
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whereas they may be helpful for the DV-con�guration
where the RGA-values are always small. Unilateral
(one-way) decouplers (Shinskey, 1981) may be used
even for cases with large RGA-values (Skogestad and
Morari, 1987c).

Physical input and output compensators. We here
consider for a given control con�guration the use of
simple transformations (combinations) of the input
and output variables. These may form the basis for a
robust multivariable controller2. Waller and Finner-
man (1987) present a survey of various output com-
pensators, for example, taking sums and di�erences of
compositions or temperatures. Bequette and Edgar
(1988) show for the DV con�guration that this idea
and several other schemes proposed is equivalent to
a SVD output compensator. A SVD compensator,
which is based on well-conditioned input and output
SVD compensators plus two single-loop controllers,
may be a good scheme in many cases. From physical
considerations it is known that the strong direction
(largest singular value) of the column corresponds to
changing the external ows, D � B, which mostly
a�ects the average composition, yD + xB, while the
weak direction corresponds to changing the internal
ows, L + V , which mostly a�ects the di�erence in
composition, yD � xB (eg., Skogestad and Morari,
1988a). Thus, for all con�gurations the SVD compen-
sator will approximately yield yD + xB and yD � xB
as inputs to the single-loop controllers and D�B and
L + V as controller outputs3 The latter is very simi-
lar to using D and V , and thus the DV-scheme (and
similarly, the LB-scheme) is \naturally" decoupled at
the plant input (Skogestad et al., 1988). For columns
with di�erent purities in the two column ends, the
proper output directions are not quite \sums" and
\di�erences" of compositions (H�aggblom and Waller,
1988), and one should instead use logarithmic com-
positions, i.e., use YD + XB and YD � XB where
YD = �ln(1 � yD) and XB = lnxB (this follows
by combining the results by H�aggblom and Waller
(1988) with the estimate (25) of the RGA for the DV-
con�guration). The arguments above have a strong
intuitive appeal and may understood by operators,
but they apply mainly to the steady-state. Further
research is needed to test these ideas.

2The input combinations we are referring to here may be
used as part of the composition controller for a given control
con�guration. They should not be confused with the transfor-
mations between various control con�guration, such as (22),
which are actually due to changes in the level control system.
For example, use of L=D as a composition manipulator means
that a change in condenser level, through the action of the
level controller, will yield a change in both L and D, but such
that their ratio is constant. The use of control con�gurations
with low interaction is sometimes denoted \implicit" decou-
pling (Ryskamp, 1982), but here we consider only \explicit"
decoupling.

3Exact decouplingwith the SVD controller is obtained if the
ratio between the two controller gains is equal to the ratio of
the gains in the strong and weak directionof the plant (which is
the plant condition number). However, for con�gurationswith
large RGA values this will be very sensitive to small input gain
errors and should not be used in practice.

3.2.8 Feedforward control

Feedforward control has the possible advantage of al-
lowing for fast control action without introducing sta-
bility problems. In distillation columns it is common
to use simple ratio feedforward schemes without dy-
namics, e.g., use L=F to adjust for disturbances in
F . However, this method gives a dynamic imbalance
because of the level and ow dynamics, and this may
produce rather larger changes in composition because
high-purity distillation columns are so sensitive to
small imbalances. This is illustrated by Fig.6 which
compares \perfect" (at least at steady-state) feedfor-
ward control (dotted line) with one-point feedback
control (solid line). The use of dynamic compensa-
tion in the feedforward loop (Shinskey, 1984) would
hardly help in this example, and in practice the pure
feedforward response would be much worse because of
additional errors caused by measurement errors and
controller gain errors. This does not mean that feed-
forward control should not be used, but it must in
most cases be combined with feedback control.

3.2.9 Non-standard con�gurations

The only combination of ows used by the standard
con�gurations is ratios. From a linear point of view
the composition manipulator u = L=D corresponds
to du = c1dL+c2dD with c1 = 1=D and c2 = �L=D2.
H�aggblom and Waller (1990) generalize this by allow-
ing arbitrary linear combinations of all ows.

du = c1dL + c2dD + c3dV + c4dB (27)

They use these additional degrees of freedom, com-
bined with the transformations by H�aggblom and
Waller (1988), to specify that the open-loop model
at steady state has 1) perfect open-loop disturbance
rejection and 2) decoupled response from the new ma-
nipulators to the outputs (DRD con�guration). The
physical reason for how one may obtain open-loop
disturbance rejection is that one may use the infor-
mation from the level measurement to estimate the
disturbances (Waller, 1988). Since there are only
two level measurements, one can only estimate two
disturbances, and the DRD structure can give per-
fect disturbance rejection only for two disturbances.
Note that the conventional con�gurations also yield
perfect disturbance rejection for some disturbances,
for example, the LV-con�guration for disturbances
in D and B, and the DB-con�guration for distur-
bances in L and V. H�aggblom and Waller (1990)
consider disturbances in F and zF for their DRD-
scheme. However, in many cases, at least for mixtures
with similar components and thus similar molecu-
lar weights, it will be di�cult to detect changes in
zF using level measurement, and one may get close
to singularity in the transformations leading to the
DRD-con�guration. Also, as discussed by H�aggblom
and Waller, the disturbance rejection will not be per-
fect in practice because of dynamic interactions and
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sensitivity to parameter variations. Since the trans-
formations leading to the decoupled response is an
\implicit decoupling" due to the level control system
(see footnote 2), it may avoid the strong sensitivity to
input gain uncertainty that one often �nds when us-
ing decouplers as part of the composition controller.
However, this needs to be investigated further. The
physical reasoning behind the DRD-structure of ex-
tracting information from the level measurements is
clever. However, it yields a rather complex multi-
variable controller, and may thus not satisfy the main
idea behind using simple control con�gurations which
is to make the controller simple to understand and
tune.
A related non-standard con�guration which uses only
combinations of L and D as the top manipulator (eg.,
du = k1dL+ k2dD), and only combinations of V and
B in the bottom, is presented by Yang et al. (1991).
The parameters, such as k1 and k2, are adjusted to
minimize open-loop disturbance sensitivity and inter-
actions in terns of the RGA. They found that their
results were strongly inuenced by the tuning of the
level controllers.

3.2.10 Experimental results on control con-
�gurations

There has been numerous industrial reports on the
success of various control con�gurations. However,
the only detailed experimental comparisons have
been published by Waller and coworkers (Waller et
al., 1988a, Sandelin et al., 1991b) using a pilot-scale
column separating ethanol-water and using mass
ows as inputs. Their results con�rm the theoretical
calculations, and show that the ratio con�gurations
may perform well. However, care should be taken to
generalize these results based on experiments from
one speci�c column. Their experimental results indi-
cate that the static DRD structure may work well for
one-point control.

3.3 Control papers using distillation
as a 2� 2 example

Most \distillation control" papers start from a given
control method, and use distillation as a convenient
example. Very few papers start from a given col-
umn, and compare various control methods in order
to get the best performance. Most papers consider
the 2 � 2 composition control problem and use the
LV-con�guration.
Single-loop control. Distillation columns provide a
nice example of a strongly interactive system, and
a number of papers use distillation columns as an
example for interaction analysis and design of single-
loop controllers. Balchen (1990) presents a frequency-
domain method for designing single-loop controllers
for 2� 2 interacting plants with application to distil-
lation control.
Robust control. High-purity distillation columns are
always ill conditioned and may therefore be sensi-

tive to modeling errors. Skogestad et al. (1988) use
a very simpli�ed distillation model to study this for
the LV- and DV-con�guration. They used the struc-
tured singular value to study robust performance,
and found that input gain uncertainty should always
be included. Skogestad and Morari (1988b) and Sko-
gestad and Lundstr�om (1990) extend the results us-
ing more realistic column models. Arkun (1988) and
Scali et al. (1987) also apply structured singular
value analysis. McDonald et al. (1988) attempt to
treat nonlinearity as model uncertainty, but this is
generally very conservative, and it did not work very
well. Sandelin et al. (1991a) consider a multimodel
approach to design robust controllers.
Multivariable control. K�ummel and Andersen (1987)
use geometric control with additional feedback from
two internal stages (states) and achieve improved per-
formance compared to PI control with the same ro-
bustness. Lang and Gilles (1989) compared several
design approaches on a pilot plant coupled distillation
column and found that H1-controllers worked well
when provision was made for input saturation. Model
predictive control has also been used on the composi-
tion control problem. McDonald and McAvoy (1987)
and Georgiou et al. (1988) present simulation studies
using DMC with the LV con�guration. Patwardhan
and Edgar (1991) describe the experimental applica-
tion of nonlinear model predictive control with on-
line estimation for a packed bed distillation column.
Nonlinear control. There are a few papers on non-
linear control, e.g., Alsop and Edgar (1990) who use
global input/output linearization for the DV con�g-
uration, and Castro et al. (1990) and Levine and
Rouchon (1991) who use nonlinear geometric control.
However, none of these include a robustness analysis
(e.g., with respect to input gain errors), and none in-
clude comparisons with simpler methods, such as lin-
ear controllers combined with the logarithmic trans-
formations in (17) and (18). Logarithmic transfor-
mations are used by Shinskey (1977, 1984) (he calls
it adaptable gain) and both Skogestad and Morari
(1988b) and Georgiou et al. (1988) found in simula-
tion studies that they work well.
Adaptive control
Dahlqvist (1981) obtained good results using adap-
tive control on a pilot plant distillation column with
the LV-con�guration. Similar studies have been per-
formed by Rhiel and Krahl (1988), Kim et al. (1989),
and Woinet et al. (1991).

3.4 Optimizing, supervisory and con-
straint control

This is usually at a level above the control scheme
discussed above, for example, the DMC-controller by
Tran and Cutler (1989) adjusts the setpoint for a tray
temperature. Constrained control is discussed by
Maarleveld and Rijnsdorp (1970). Lear et al. (1989)
consider optimizing control using single loops. Indus-
trial applications of Dynamic Matrix Control (DMC)
are presented by Hokanson et al. (1989) for the com-
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bined level and composition control in the top part of
demethanizer column, and by Tran and Cutler (1989)
for supervisory control of benzene and toluene towers.

3.5 Control of the column as a 5 � 5
problem

No papers have been found which deal with this issue.
Even though such controllers probably rarely will be
used, it is interesting from a theoretical point of view
to �nd what performance can be achieved (Skoges-
tad, 1989). Since constraints are important for distil-
lation columns, model predictive control (MPC) seem
to be a good alternative. However, there are two
problems: 1) To �nd appropriate weights that give a
reasonable solution for the two fundamentally di�er-
ent problems of inventory and quality control, 2) To
achieve robustness. Preliminary results with a MPC-
controller with no robustness considerations included
(Lundstr�om and Skogestad, 1991) yields a controller
similar to a LV-con�guration with a decoupler, which
we know is a poor controller for this process. The
present work of Lundstr�om is aimed at �rst �nding a
robust 5� 5 MPC controller with satisfactory perfor-
mance. The problem here is that the standard MPC
formulation does not allow model uncertainty to be
included explicitly. The idea is then to combine this
robust linear controller with the constraint formula-
tion.

3.6 Inferring compositions

Product composition measurements are often expen-
sive, unreliable and with delays. The most popu-
lar means of product control is therefore to control a
temperature (eg., Kister, 1990). However, there are
several problems with this approach. 1) The location
of the temperature measurement is discussed by Tol-
liver and McCune (1980), Yu and Luyben (1987) and
Moore et al. (1987). To make the measurement sen-
sitive it is usually located at a tray at some distance
away from the column ends (e.g., Shinskey, 1984),
and it may not correlate very well with the product
composition. To solve this one may use a fast tem-
perature loop cascaded with an analyzer (e.g., Luy-
ben, 1973, Kister, 1990). 2) However, the most sen-
sitive temperature location may move. To avoid this
problem Luyben (1971) suggested to use a weighted
average of many temperatures. Johnson (1984) im-
plemented this on a deethanizer, a demethanizer and
a C2-splitter and Whitehead and Parnis (1987) on
a C2-splitter. Bozenhardt (1988), Marquardt (1988)
and Wozny et al. (1989) suggest various methods for
locating the temperature front using multiple mea-
surements. 3) The relationship between product com-
position and tray temperature also depends on feed
composition, zF , and Rovaglio et al. (1990b) use a
measurement of zF to adjust the setpoint for the tray
temperature (this may be viewed as a feedforward
scheme or as a simple estimator). 4) Fast setpoint
changes in compositions are di�cult to make.

An alternative procedure which may solve all of the
above problems is to use a composition estimator
based on all available measurements. Several ap-
proaches have been suggested, e.g., the inferential
estimator of Brosilow and coworkers (Joseph and
Brosilow, 1978), but this estimator is very sensitive
to model errors for high-purity columns. Mejdell and
Skogestad (1991ab) found both from simulations and
implementation on high-purity example columns that
very good results could be obtained by directly re-
gressing compositions and temperatures. They used
a linear static partial-least-squares (PLS) regression
estimator, yD = yoD + �ikiTi, which provides a ro-
bust way of obtaining the parameters ki. The esti-
mator may also provide pressure compensation. An-
other important advantage with this approach is that
measurement delays are almost eliminated, and they
found that the estimator may actually provide a lead
compared to the true composition which may improve
feedback performance compared to using exact mea-
surements. Logarithmic transformations on compo-
sitions and temperatures were used to reduce the ef-
fect of nonlinearity. Typically, about �ve tempera-
ture measurements evenly spaced along the column
are needed. They found that ow measurements did
not improve the estimate, but �ltered feed composi-
tion measurements may probably help.

3.7 Interactions between process de-
sign and control

The control characteristics are a�ected by the design.
The di�erence between trayed and packed columns
have already been discussed. Jacobsen and Skoges-
tad (1991c) have considered various design modi�ca-
tions for high-purity columns. They found the most
e�ective to be to add more trays to the column. This
yields a pinch region in the middle of the column
which decouples the response and reduces the inter-
action. They also found that the active use of a feed
preheater to control an intermediate tray tempera-
ture had a similar e�ect. Lewin (1991) presents sim-
ilar ideas and suggests the active use of the feed rate
and feed preheat temperature.

4 Identi�cation

For control purposes it is often desirable to obtain a
model directly from observations. Consider obtaining
a model for the LV-con�guration

�
dyD
dxB

�
= GLV (s)

�
dL
dV

�
(28)

It has been common to identify models for GLV (s)
by �tting the observed response using simple mod-
els, e.g. �rst-order-plus-deadtime, for the individual
transfer function elements, gLVij (s). At least for high-
purity columns this is often a poor approach, and
three problems are outlined below.
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Problem 1. It is di�cult to observe the low-gain di-
rection (Skogestad and Morari, 1988a, Andersen et
al., 1989a), and for high-purity columns with large
RGA-values one may easily get the wrong sign of
RGA (and the determinant) of the steady-state gain
matrix. The model will then be useless for feedback
control purposes. This may be corrected by perform-
ing separate experiments for changes in internal ows
(e.g., by using the DV-con�guration as suggested by
Skogestad, 1988, Alsop and Edgar, 1990, Andersen
and K�ummel, 1991, Kuong and McGregor , 1991),
or by adjusting the steady-state gains to match an
estimated steady-state RGA-value as suggested by
Jacobsen et al. (1991a), or by using a \perturbed
model" (Kapoor et al., 1986) based on steady-state
where the RGA-elements are smaller. The basis for
the two last suggestions is that the steady-state be-
havior is not of primary importance, but rather the
initial response.

Problem 2. One may get a poor model of the ini-
tial response, and in particular of the decoupling that
should result from the liquid ow dynamics. Again, as
suggested by Jacobsen et al. (1991a) one may avoid
this problem by carefully correcting the model.

Problem 3. A fundamental problem, that does not
seem easy to correct, is discussed by Jacobsen (1991).
The full column model, at least for high-purity dis-
tillation, contains a one single \slow" pole (mode) lo-
cated at �1=�1, but since this mode dominates all the
open-loop responses it will appear in all the identi�ed
elements, gLVij (s). Thus, the overall model GLV (s)
will contain at least two slow poles, and this will re-
sult in an inconsistent model that is generally poor for
feedback control (Jacobsen, 1991): The inconsistency
is often most clear when studying partial (one-point)
feedback control. The feedback will a�ect the single
slow mode of the column, and also the uncontrolled
output should have a fast response (see Fig.6). How-
ever, when an inconsistent model with two slow poles
is used (eg., Wahl and Harriot, 1970, Skogestad et al.,
1990a, Sandelin et al., 1991a) one gets an incorrect
slow settling in the uncontrolled output, as may be
observed from their �gures.

The above discussion shows that �tting the individ-
ual elements will most likely fail, at least for high-
purity columns. One must therefore look for a mul-
tivariable model structure that explicitly takes into
account the physical couplings in the column. One
example is the simple model, N2, introduced by Sko-
gestad and Morari (1988a) that models the column
explicitly in terms of the external and internal ows
and has a realization with only one slow pole. How-
ever, this model does not include the ow dynamics
which are crucial for feedback control studies, and at-
tempting to add these on in a simple fashion (model
F2) gives incorrectly two slow poles. Also, it is dif-
�cult to include disturbances in a consistent fashion
to model N2 (Jacobsen, 1991).

At present, there does not seem to be any good
low-order model structure for distillation columns, at

least not for high-purity columns, and this is clearly
an important issue for future research. The preferred
approach at present therefore seems to be to �t pa-
rameters (typically, N , and �L and � for the ow
dynamics) to a nonlinear column model and linearize
this to obtain a model for control purposes.

5 Complex dynamic behavior
for simple columns with ideal
thermodynamics

The consensus within the distillation community has
been that distillation columns respond in a sluggish
mannermuch like a large mixing tank, and that there,
with the exception of nonideal multicomponent mix-
tures, does not exist any complex dynamic behavior.
For example, McAvoy and Wang (1986) state in their
review paper: \Doherty and Perkins point out that
multiple steady states can only arise when one has
more than two components and more than a single
stage". Actually, for someone entering the distilla-
tion �eld, this would probably seem quite surprising
because of the often large number of coupled nonlin-
ear di�erential equations. Indeed, the recent results
of Jacobsen and Skogestad (1991a, 1992) show that
complex behavior such as open-loop instability, limit
cycles and multiple steady states may occur even for
simple columns separating ideal binary mixtures with
constant relative volatility, and it is likely that new
complex phenomena will be discovered for distillation
columns in the future. Jacobsen and Skogestad have
identi�ed two possible sources for the instability and
multiplicity: 1) Multiplicity with mass or volumetric
ows as independent variables instead of molar ows
as is usually assumed (see Section 2.5.4). 2) Multi-
plicity with molar ows as independent variables for
systems where the constant molar ows assumption
is invalid and the energy balance must be included.
By combining these sources they have found cases
where for a �xed mass reux and molar boilup there
exists �ve coexisting multiple steady-states. The pa-
per of Doherty and Perkins (1982) referred to above
is correct, but it does not consider these two cases.
In both these cases one may get the surprising result
that increasing reux makes separation worse in the
top part of the column.
It is di�cult to predict the practical impact of this on
the operation of distillation columns. Most columns
have a sluggish response that almost resembles that
of a pure integrator, and in most cases it is prob-
ably not too important whether the response actu-
ally is stable or not. However, in some columns it
may be signi�cant as reported in the control study
of Jacobsen and Skogestad (1991b). Also, there has
always been reports both from industry and from
pilot-scale columns of \strange behavior". Usually
this has been attributed to some measurement prob-
lem or poor level control, but it may be possible that
some of these observations may be explained by these
new results on instability and multiple steady states.
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Jacobsen and Skogestad (1991a) found that the in-
stability may be avoided by switching from the LV-
con�guration to the DV-con�guration. However, if
the level loops are not tightly tuned the instability
may appear as limit cycles for the DV-con�guration
(Jacobsen and Skogestad, 1992).

6 Dynamics and control for
more complex cases

The word complex here refers to 1) mixtures with
complex (nonideal) thermodynamics and possible re-
actions, and 2) complex column con�gurations (ar-
rangements). Although signi�cant new results have
been obtained over the last ten years, these areas give
almost unlimited possibilities for future research. A
general introduction to the possible complex behav-
ior of azeotropic distillation, reactive distillation and
interlinked columns is found in the general review
papers on nonlinear analysis by Seider et al. (1990,
1991).
Homogeneous azeotropic distillation. In azeotropic
extractive distillation an extra component (entrainer)
is added to the column in order to split the azeotrope.
In the homogeneous case we have only one liquid
phase. Andersen at al. (1991) present some inter-
esting new results for the dynamic behavior of such
columns. For example, they found regions of opera-
tion where it is almost impossible to operate because
of serious inverse responses. Jacobsen et al. (1991b)
review the literature on control of azeotropic distil-
lation. Some recent references are Abu-Eishah and
Luyben (1985), Retzbach (1986), Anderson (1986)
and Bozenhardt (1988). Jacobsen et al. discuss the
possibility of operating in the economic optimal re-
gion close to minimum entrainer feed which usually
is avoided in industry. They �nd that it is possible
to operate in this region by use of feedback control if
the measurements are su�ciently fast and if the en-
trainer feed is carefully adjusted. Bloch et al. (1991)
present a simulation study for a benzene extraction
plant and use tray lumping to reduce the order of the
model.
Heterogeneous azeotropic distillation. For the case
with potential liquid/liquid phase split the existence
of multiple steady states and instabilities have been
reported. Magnussen et al. (1979) found multi-
ple steady states for the nonideal mixture of water-
ethanol-benzene. Their results have been studied and
reproduced in several other papers (e.g., Prokopakis
and Seader, 1983, Kovach and Seider 1987). Rovaglio
and Doherty (1990) found complex dynamic behav-
ior due to the multiple steady states, and Rovaglio
et al. (1991) indicate that chaotic responses may be
obtained when feedback is applied to the entrainer
makeup. Wong et al. (1991) found that the forma-
tion and disappearance of the second liquid phase
was critical to the dynamic behavior. Multiplicity for
other heterogeneous systems have also been reported
(e.g., Widagdo et al., 1989).

Reactive distillation. A recent paper on the dynamic
modeling and simulation of reactive distillation with
references to previous work is by Alejski (1991). Ale-
jski presents a model which includes mixing on the
plates and also refers to previous work on liquid ow
patterns on trays in ordinary distillation. There does
not yet seem to be any reports on complex behav-
ior for reactive distillation, but this is clearly an area
where almost anything is possible in terms of com-
plexity.

Periodic distillation. Tofteg�ard and J�rgensen (1987,
1988) present a review of periodic cycled operation,
and derive a dynamic model. A periodic scheme for a
horizontal distillation system is presented bu Baron
nad Barbe (1987).

Double-e�ect (dual pressure) distillation. Control
and dynamics of such columns are studied by Al-Elg
and Palazoglu (1989) but no ow dynamics are in-
cluded, and an industrial study is presented by Mor-
rison and Laamme (1990). Mandler at al. (1989)
present a dynamic model for a double-pressure air
separation column with an Argon side column.

Heat pump columns. Identi�cation and control of
an experimental column with vapor recompression
(heat pump) is studied by J�rgensen and coworkers
(Nielsen et al., 1988ab, Rasmussen et al., 1990, Hal-
lager et al., 1990). In a simulation study Muhrer et
al. (1990) �nd that the control problem is similar to
that of a conventional column, except that the com-
pressor is used as a heat source. Naka and O'Shima
(1986) consider in a simulation study a side cooler
with heat pump.

Secondary reux and vaporization (SRV). This is
studied by Shimizu and Mah (1983) and Shimizu et
al. (1985).

Complex column con�gurations. Chavez et al. (1986)
and Lin et al. (1987) have found multiplicity for in-
terlinked columns with ideal thermodynamics, and
dynamic responses are presented by Rovaglio et al.
(1990a). A number of references on control of com-
plex column con�gurations are given by Ding and
Luyben (1990). Heat-integrated distillation is stud-
ied by Chiang and Luyben (1985), Elaahi and Luy-
ben (1985) and Chiang and Luyben (1988). Columns
with prefractionators and sidestreams are considered
by Doukas and Luyben (1981) and Alitiqi and Luy-
ben (1986). Sidestream distillation is studied by Pa-
pastathopoulou and Luyben (1991).

Crude oil distillation and fractionators. Sourander
and Gros (1986) present an on-line optimizing strat-
egy in a re�nery. Shakouri (1986) consider the viscos-
ity control of a high-vacuum distillation unit. Gros-
didier and Kennedy (1990) use model predictive con-
trol to regulate two temperatures in the bottom of
a fractionator. Industrial applications of control of
crude distillation are given by Ho�man et al. (1988)
and Muske et al. (1991). Hsie and McAvoy (1991)
present a comparison of SISO and QDMC control for
a crude column. The \Shell Control Problem" (Prett
and Morari, 1987) provides a control problem formu-
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lation and a simple experimental model of a heavy-oil
fractionator, and has been studied by numerous au-
thors, especially as a case for model predictive con-
trol.

7 Needs for future work

The dynamic behavior for columns with varying pres-
sure, non-constant molar ows (energy balance is
needed) or non-ideal thermodynamics is not well un-
derstood. The same applies to interlinked column
con�gurations and to the possible di�erence between
trayed and packed columns. In terms of control there
is a need for simple model structures which can be
used for identi�cation, and the possible improvements
and problems of considering the control problem as a
multivariable 5x5 problem are not well understood.

Appendix 1. Derivation of constant molar
ows assumption

This derivation is included because no rigorous
derivation of this common assumption was found in
the recent literature (A rather complicated and dif-
ferent derivation where pressure variations are al-
lowed is given by Ro�el and Rijnsdorp, 1982, and
an interesting discussion is found in King, 1971). As-
sume: 1) Reference state for energy is pure compo-
nents as saturated liquids at a given reference pres-
sure; 2) The column pressure is constant and equal
to the reference pressure; 3) Negligible heat of mix-
ing such that hLi = �jxijcPLj(Ti � Tbpj) where Tbpj
is the boiling point of pure component j at the ref-
erence pressure; 4) All components have the same
value of the liquid molar heat capacity cPLj ; 5) The
tray temperature Ti is the average of the component
boiling points, Ti = �jxiTbpj. These assumptions
give hLi = 0 and thus dhLi=dt = 0 on all stages.
The constant molar ow case is derived by assum-
ing in addition that 6) the vapor phase is ideal and
all components have the same heat of vaporization,
hvapj = hvap, where hvapj is the heat of vaporization
of pure component j at the column pressure. Then
hV i = hvap + �jxijcPV j(Ti � Tbpj); 7) cPV j is equal
for all components such that the last term is zero (as
for the liquid). Then we have on all stages hV i = hvap,
and the energy balance becomes Vi = Vi�1.
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